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Abstract
The mean monthly shortwave (SW) radiation budget at the top of atmosphere (TOA)
was computed on 2.5◦ longitude-latitude resolution for the 14-year period from 1984 to
1997, using a radiative transfer model with long-term climatological data from the Inter-
national Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP-D2) supplemented by data from5
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction – National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP-NCAR) Global Reanalysis project, and other global data bases such
as TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) and Global Aerosol Data Set (GADS).
The model radiative fluxes at TOA were validated against Earth Radiation Budget Ex-
periment (ERBE) S4 scanner satellite data (1985–1989). The model is able to predict10
the seasonal and geographical variation of SW TOA fluxes. On a mean annual and
global basis, the model is in very good agreement with ERBE, overestimating the out-
going SW radiation at TOA (OSR) by 0.93Wm−2 (or by 0.92%), within the ERBE uncer-
tainties. At pixel level, the OSR differences between model and ERBE are mostly within
±10Wm−2, with ±5Wm−2 over extended regions, while there exist some geographic15
areas with differences of up to 40Wm−2, associated with uncertainties in cloud prop-
erties and surface albedo. The 14-year average model results give a planetary albedo
equal to 29.6% and a TOA OSR flux of 101.2Wm−2. A significant linearly decreasing
trend in OSR and planetary albedo was found, equal to 2.3Wm−2 and 0.6% over the
14-year period (from January 1984 to December 1997), indicating an increasing solar20
planetary warming. This planetary SW radiative heating occurs in the tropical and sub-
tropical areas (20◦ S–20◦N), with clouds being the most likely cause. The computed
global mean OSR anomaly ranges within ±4Wm−2, with signals from El Nin˜o and La
Nin˜a events or Pinatubo eruption, whereas significant negative OSR anomalies, start-
ing from year 1992, are also detected.25
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1. Introduction
The sun is the source of energy that sustains life on the Earth. Solar energy enters
and is redistributed within the Earth-atmosphere system, which subsequently emits ra-
diation at longer wavelengths. The Earth’s radiation budget (ERB) drives the general
circulation of the atmosphere and determines the climate of the Earth-atmosphere sys-5
tem, being an indicator of possible climatic changes. Thus, it is very important to be
able to determine as accurately as possible its components at the top of atmosphere
(TOA), within the atmosphere and at the Earth’s surface for both shortwave (SW) and
longwave (LW) radiative fluxes. At TOA, the net energy input is determined by the
incident SW radiation from the Sun minus the reflected SW energy. The difference10
defines the net SW radiative flux at TOA. To balance this inflow of SW energy, the
Earth-atmosphere system emits LW radiation to space. For the planet to be in radia-
tive equilibrium, the emitted LW radiation must equal the net inflow of SW radiation
at TOA. However, satellite observations such as the 5-year (1985–1989) Earth Radi-
ation Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanner (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997) or Nimbus-715
(Ardanuy et al., 1992) data, as well as most model estimates (e.g. Yu et al., 1999) indi-
cate non-radiative equilibrium at TOA, implying a net radiative heating of the planet by
about 3Wm−2 or even larger. Thus, more and detailed studies are needed to further
investigate the radiation budget at TOA.
Since the first energy budgets (Abbot and Fowle, 1908; Dines et al., 1917) there have20
been a number of early studies (e.g. Houghton, 1954; Budyko, 1956; London, 1957),
but most of them were severely limited by the lack of knowledge of planetary albedo.
Early estimates of planetary albedo ranged from 40% to 50% (see Hunt et al., 1986,
for a review of these early studies). Satellite observations from Nimbus-7 and ERBE
have greatly improved estimates of planetary albedo, indicating values near 30%. Al-25
though the determination of radiative fluxes at TOA is much more advanced than at
surface, due to the recent advances in space-borne measurements that provide good
knowledge of the net solar energy absorbed by the global climate system (Barkstrom
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et al., 1989), there is a need to improve our ability to compute accurately the ERB
at TOA by using models. Model validation at TOA is a prerequisite for obtaining reli-
able model computations of ERB at the surface, where direct satellite measurements
are not possible and surface measurements cannot provide complete global coverage.
Satellite observations of ERB have limitations in their accuracy (Li et al., 1997), and5
do not provide continuous data. An outgoing SW radiation (OSR) data set has been
produced from the ERB measurements taken aboard Nimbus satellites (Jacobowitz et
al., 1984; Kyle et al., 1985; Kyle et al., 1993). The Nimbus ERB scanner data cover
the period from January 1979 through May 1980, while non-scanner data extend from
November 1978 till December 1993. The ERBE results (Barkstrom, 1984; Barkstrom10
and Smith, 1986; Barkstrom et al., 1989) are believed to give the most definitive TOA
radiation. The ERBE scanner OSR data are considered to be of very good quality in
terms of spatial and temporal coverage and instrument accuracy, but they cover only
the 5-year period from November 1984 to February 1990. Therefore, although the
ERB data obtained from the Nimbus-7 measurements along with those from ERBE,15
span over a decade (1978–1990), they do not provide continuity. Beyond this, there is
some gap in time series between those and more recent accurate measurements, such
as the Scanner for Radiation Budget (ScaRaB, Kandel et al., 1998) and the Clouds and
the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES, Wielicki et al., 1996), especially during
the 1990s. In addition, comparisons between different ERB datasets show differences20
(e.g. Hartmann et al., 1986) that can be very important and comparable in magnitude
to the radiative forcing of climatic change factors. More sophisticated space-borne
instruments such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS)
on board the Terra and Aqua Satellites and the Geostationary Earth Radiation Bud-
get (GERB) instrument on EUMETSAT’s Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite25
(Sandford et al., 2003) have started high-accuracy and high-resolution measurements
since early 2000. Furthermore, apart from the fact that satellite measurements have
their own errors, especially the SW retrievals (Kiehl and Briegleb, 1997), they do not
provide complete spatial (global) coverage, as they often miss areas poleward of 70◦
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latitude, where model results can be used as first estimates, even though not very
accurate. Reliable model ERB computations at TOA, are very important to the study
of the temporal variation of the Earth’s radiation budget and help to understand the
physical processes that determine the TOA radiation budget.
To date, very few modelling studies have been performed that reproduce success-5
fully the spatial and temporal distribution of the SW radiation budget (SWRB) at TOA. To
achieve this, a complete description of the processes that govern the transfer of solar
radiation within the Earth-atmosphere system is required together with comprehensive
global data sets for the key surface and atmospheric parameters. Early models for
atmospheric radiation transfer attempted to predict the TOA SWRB (e.g. London and10
Sasamori, 1972; Ohring and Adler, 1978; Stephens et al., 1981; Peng et al., 1982)
but they suffered from the lack of reliable model input data with global coverage, since
they used mostly surface-based data. The availability of accurate global satellite data
of cloud, atmospheric and surface properties has made modelling more reliable. At
the same time, validation of model TOA SWRB results has become possible through15
comparison against available comprehensive data, such as those of ERBE. A few stud-
ies dealing with TOA SWRB were published (Sasamori et al., 1972; Ellis and Vonder
Haar, 1976; Jacobowitz et al., 1979; Ohring and Gruber, 1983; Jacobowitz et al., 1984)
but mostly on a mean zonal or global basis, and covering relatively short time periods.
Moreover, comparisons between model results and satellite data, have shown rather20
large deviations (see Rossow and Zhang, 1995) of up to 2% in planetary albedo. More
recent model computations such as those given by Rossow and Zhang (1995), and
Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas (1999, 2001), provided better agreement with satellite
measurements at TOA, but for relatively short time periods (1984 through 1990) and
on mean latitude-zonal basis. On the other hand, published results (e.g. Kyle et al.,25
1990, 1993; Li et al., 1997; Yu et al., 1999; Ho et al., 2002) indicate significant dis-
crepancies between model results and satellite data or even between different satellite
data. In addition, global circulation models (GCMs) still have difficulties in computing
the TOA SWRB components, especially under all-sky (clear plus cloudy sky) conditions
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(Harshvardhan et al., 1989; Kiehl et al., 1994; Ridout et al., 1994; Chen and Roeckner,
1996; Fowler et al., 2000; Loeb et al., 2002). Furthermore, although data from global
reanalyses projects give good results for the TOA SWRB for clear-skies, they fail under
all-sky conditions (Yang et al., 1999).
In this study, a deterministic radiative transfer model is used to compute the global5
distribution of all TOA shortwave radiation budget components on a mean monthly and
2.5◦ by 2.5◦ longitude-latitude resolution, spanning the 14-year period from January
1984 through December 1997. A detailed insight of all relevant parameters is given,
with emphasis on patterns of average parameter values over space and time, specific
local and temporal characteristics, and inter-annual variability. The model uses data10
from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) D2-series (Rossow
et al., 1996). The ISCCP, which is currently the most extensive and comprehensive
global cloud climatology, provides model input data not only for clouds, but also for
other surface and atmospheric parameters (see Sect. 3). The data from ISCCP were
supplemented by water vapour and temperature data taken from the National Centers15
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Global Reanalysis Project. Model input data were also taken from other global
databases, such as the Television Infrared Observational Satellite (TIROS) Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS), the International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project
(ISLSCP), and the Global Aerosol Data Set (GADS), as explained in Sect. 2. The20
model computations are validated at pixel-level, against 5-year accurate scanner data
from ERBE, which ensures the quality of the long-term model results. In the next sec-
tion, we describe the model, while Sect. 3 describes the model input data and the satel-
lite data used for the validation of the model. The model results are given in Sect. 4,
where patterns of seasonal and temporal distributions of SWRB components are dis-25
cussed on the basis of pixel-level model results, while mean hemispherical and global
as well as mean annual radiative flux computations are presented and inter-annual
trends are examined. An assessment of the sensitivity of TOA SWRB to the various
key surface and atmospheric physical parameters is also given in Sect. 4, before the
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summary and conclusions.
2. Model description
The radiative transfer model used divides the SW radiation into two spectral bands, one
for the ultraviolet-visible (UV-visible) wavelengths (λ<0.85µm) accounting for about
60% of total solar radiation, and a second band for the near-infrared (near-IR) wave-5
lengths (0.85µm≤ λ≤5µm) accounting for about 40% of total solar radiation. The
model achieves a compromise between accuracy of spectral model computations and
speed of computation of parameterization schemes. It was developed from a radiative-
convective model (Vardavas and Carver, 1984) and has been used by Vardavas and
Koutoulaki (1995) and Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas (1999, 2001) to compute the10
SW radiation budget of northern and southern hemispheres on a mean monthly and
10◦ latitude zonal basis. Here, the mean monthly incoming total solar flux at TOA for
each 2.5◦ latitude-longitude pixel, is computed by summing the corresponding mean
daily flux on day n, given by
F ↓top = S0µndn/r
2 (1)15
where µn is the cosine of the mean daily solar zenith angle, S0 is the solar con-
stant (1367Wm−2, Fro¨lich, 1983; Hartmann, 1994; Willson, 1997), dn is the daylength,
and 1/r2 is a correction factor due to the Earth’s elliptical orbit around the Sun. The
daylength is given by
dn = 8.64 · 104Hn/pi (2)20
where the hour angle Hn is given by
Hn = cos
−1 (− tanθ · tanδn) (3)
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with θ the latitude of a given location on Earth and δn the solar declination computed
from
δn = arcsin (0.39779 sin λn) (4)
with
λn=Ln+1.915 singn (5)5
Ln = 280.46 + Kn + 0.0077 (yr − 2000) (6)
gn = 357.53 + Kn − 0.0095 (yr − 2000) (7)
Kn = 360
(
n − 1 + t/24)/365 (8)
where yr is the year (Astronomical Almanac, 1992). The mean daily solar zenith angle
is given by10
µn = An + Bn sinHn/Hn (9)
with
An = sinθ · sinδn (10)
Bn = cosθ · cosδn (11)
The computed incoming solar radiation at TOA for each month and 2.5◦ pixel was15
compared successfully against 5-year scanner S4 data from ERBE (model – ERBE
differences within 2.5Wm−2) and is divided into the UV-visible and near-IR spectral
bands. The solar radiative transfer in the Earth-atmosphere system is treated sepa-
rately in each spectral band and accounts for absorption and multiple scattering. The
atmosphere is divided into five types of layers that affect significantly the solar radi-20
ation transfer, apart from cloud layers. The five layers are: ozone (O3) layer, water
vapour layer, carbon dioxide (CO2) layer, aerosol layer and Rayleigh scattering layer.
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For each pixel, the sky is divided into clear and cloudy fractions, and hence direct and
diffuse components are considered for solar radiation. In the clear-sky atmosphere,
the UV-visible component of solar radiation undergoes absorption by the O3 layer, and
Rayleigh scattering by air molecules and aerosol particles, while the near-IR compo-
nent undergoes absorption by water vapour, aerosol particles and CO2. Above the5
clouds there are O3 and CO2 layers, while below there are water vapour and CO2 lay-
ers, all above an isotropically reflecting Earth surface. The total fraction of the sky cov-
ered by clouds is taken to comprise three non-overlapping low, mid and high-level cloud
components. The direct component of solar radiation is characterised by a µ=cosz (z
is the solar zenith angle) which depends on latitude and on time of year. The dif-10
fuse solar radiation is characterised by µ=3/5, the standard diffusivity approximation
for converting diffuse transmission to an equivalent direct transmission.
The net incoming solar radiation at TOA (planetary absorption), F ↓net,top, the outgoing
SW radiation (OSR) at TOA, F ↑top, and the planetary albedo Rp, are computed from
F ↓net,top = αpF
↓
top (12)15
F ↑top =
(
1 − αp
)
F ↓top (13)
Rp =
F ↑top
F ↓top
(14)
where αp is the planetary absorptivity. The scattering and absorption of the incoming
SW radiation at TOA, depends strongly on the presence and type of clouds in the
atmosphere, the composition of the atmosphere (gases plus particulate matter) and20
the reflectivity of the Earth’s surface. It is weakly dependent on the thermal structure
of the atmosphere. The cloudy sky component is subdivided into components covered
by low, middle, and high-level clouds. The planetary absorptivity, and hence the OSR
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(Eq. 13), has a clear-sky component, αs, and three cloudy-sky components , αci , and
is expressed as
αp = (1 − Ac)αs +
∑
i
Aciαci (15)
Both clear- and cloudy-sky components are computed by dividing the incoming solar
radiation into UV-visible and near-IR components, based on estimated transmissivities,5
absorptivities, and reflectivities of the different atmospheric and cloud layers and the
Earth’s surface (see Vardavas and Koutoulaki, 1995; Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas,
1999, 2001).
The reflectivity, transmissivity and absorptivity of each of the various atmospheric
layers, such as O3, CO2, water vapour, Rayleigh, are computed by using parame-10
terisations derived from laboratory measurements (Vardavas and Koutoulaki, 1995).
More specifically, absorption by O3 in the visible between 0.45 and 0.85µm (Chappuis
bands) is taken into account by the model. The O3 layer also absorbs UV radiation be-
tween 0.2 and 0.35µm (Hartley-Huggins bands). The absorption of solar radiation by
CO2 takes place throughout the atmosphere. We neglect the UV absorption by CO2,15
which occurs below 0.2µm, where the solar flux is less than 0.01% of the total incom-
ing solar flux, while CO2 absorption in the near-IR is accounted for in the model. The
water vapour absorption, which has significant bands in the near-IR, is parameterised
in the model as in Vardavas and Koutoulaki (1995).
For each cloud and aerosol layer, computations are performed using two-stream ap-20
proximation for purely scattering clouds in the UV-visible, and a modified two-stream
approximation allowing for cloud absorption in the near-IR (Vardavas and Koutoulaki,
1995; Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas, 1999) and for aerosol absorption in the UV-
visible. For clear sky, Rayleigh scattering is taken into account by the model in the
UV-visible, while it is neglected for the near-IR component, given that the Rayleigh25
scattering cross-section decreases rapidly with wavelength. For a cloudy sky, Rayleigh
scattering is neglected since cloud optical depth is much larger than the Rayleigh scat-
tering optical depth.
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Reflection of incident solar radiation from the Earth’s surface is taken into account
and the surface reflectivity, Rg, for each 2.5
◦ pixel, is computed considering four general
types of surface: land, ocean, snow and ice (frozen ocean). Then
Rg = flandRland + foceanRo + fsnowRs + ficeRi (16)
where fi is the fractional coverage of the pixel’s surface by each type −i of reflecting5
surface. The ocean reflectivity, Ro, is computed using Fresnel reflection corrected for a
non-smooth surface for an incident angle φ=cos−1µ from
Ro = 0.5
[(
sina
sinb
)2
+
(
tana
tanb
)2]
+ 0.016 cosϕ (17)
where
a = ϕ − sin−1 [sinϕ/1.333] (18)10
b = 2ϕ − α (19)
For incident solar radiation onto a perfectly smooth water surface, the angle of reflection
equals that of incidence, and for normal incidence the reflectivity is 0.024. For an ocean
we correct the Fresnel reflectivity to take into account surface roughness, which leads
to a higher surface reflectivity of about 0.04 for incident solar radiation normal to the15
water surface (Kondratyev, 1973). The correction factor 0.016cosφ goes to zero when
the radiation is parallel to the ocean surface in order to maintain a Fresnel reflectivity of
unity in this case. Further, we include the condition that if Fresnel reflectivity is greater
than ice- or snow reflectivity, which occurs for low solar elevations, then the reflectivities
of ice or snow are set equal to the Fresnel one. Kuhn (1989) gives observations that20
clearly show this behaviour for snow cover in Antarctica.
Snow albedo, Rs, is set equal to 0.85 and 0.65 (Dickinson et al., 1993) in the UV-
visible and near-IR, respectively, while sea-ice albedo, Ri , is set equal to 0.7 and 0.5
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(Roesch et al., 2002) in the UV-visible and near-IR, respectively, based on recent es-
timates. Given that land shows a strong spatial variability in terms of its type and as-
sociated reflectance values, the data used were derived from ERBE data for clear sky,
while overcast albedos were obtained by modifying the corresponding clear-sky values
for diffuse radiation conditions (Darnell et al., 1992). Alternatively, the land surface5
albedo was also computed based on information on land cover, taken from the Inter-
national Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP, Sellers et al., 1995). The
ISLSCP data were produced for the 24-month period (1987–1988) and are mapped to
1◦ by 1◦ spatial resolution, with a mean monthly temporal resolution. They describe
the geographical distribution of major cover types, based on inter-annual variation of10
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Information for fractional coverage for
each surface type (land, ocean, snow, ice) is obtained from ISCCP-D2 data (Rossow
et al., 1996), whereas suitable reflectivity values for each surface type are ascribed,
based on values taken from literature (Henderson-Sellers and Wilson, 1983; Briegleb
et al., 1986), which allow for spectral dependence over the UV-visible and near-IR15
range of wavelengths, which is very important (Wei et al., 2001), but also allow for dif-
ferent values for the direct and diffuse components of solar radiation. Over mountain-
ous non-forested areas, the surface albedo was found to be overestimated, especially
during winter, due to various reasons relevant to sub-grid orography, as explained by
Roesch et al. (2001). Thus, in a first simple approach, we applied a correction to land-20
surface albedo for high-altitude mountainous areas such as Tibet, Rocky Mountains or
Antarctica’s plateau, by reducing the albedo, which led to a significant improvement, as
explained in Sect. 4.1.
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3. The model data
3.1. Ozone and carbon dioxide
The mean monthly 2.5◦ latitude-longitude pixel data of the total O3 column abundance
(in Dobson Units) for years 1984–1997, were taken from the Television Infrared Ob-
servational Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), archived in the5
ISCCP-D2 package. For CO2 a fixed total atmospheric amount was taken, equal to
0.54 g cm−2, corresponding to 345 parts per million by volume (ppmv).
3.2. Water vapour
The water vapour data used were taken from the NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis
Project, which provides long-term (1948-continuing) climatological data. The data for10
specific humidity and atmospheric temperature were used to compute the total atmo-
spheric water vapour content, WH2O. The gridded NCEP/NCAR data are provided at
surface and various atmospheric levels that extend from surface up to the stratosphere.
Relative humidity data were also used to compute the humidity of the aerosol layer.
The model was also run using corresponding data taken from the European Center15
for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) ERA-15 Reanalysis Project. The differ-
ences found in terms of TOA SW radiative fluxes were found to be small (mostly within
1–2Wm−2 at pixel level), as also discussed in Sect. 4.
3.3. Clouds
Mean monthly cloud properties on 2.5◦ equal-angle pixel resolution for the study pe-20
riod (1984–1997) are taken from the latest D2 stage data of ISCCP, which are im-
provements over the previous C-series version (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). The IS-
CCP provides currently the most extensive and comprehensive cloud climatological
database that quantifies the variations of cloud properties at global scale for the pe-
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riod starting from 1984 and still continuing. The most significant changes in the new
D-series are: i) revised radiance calibrations to remove spurious changes in the long-
term record, ii) increased Cirrus detection sensitivity over land, iii) increased low-level
cloud detection sensitivity in polar regions, iv) improved cold cloud (cloud-top temper-
ature <260◦ K) properties using an ice crystal microphysics model in place of a liquid5
droplet microphysics model, and v) increased detail about variations of cloud proper-
ties. Cloud properties are provided from ISCCP for nine cloud types which are grouped
into three categories: low-level clouds having top pressures greater than or equal to
680mbar, high-level clouds with top pressures less than 440 mbar and mid-level clouds
in between (Rossow et al., 1996). Low-level clouds are considered to be Cu, St and10
Sc clouds. The middle ones include Ac, As and Ns, while Ci, Cs and deep-convective
clouds are considered as high-level clouds. High clouds are treated as cold clouds,
while each of the above low and middle clouds is subdivided into liquid- or ice-phase
clouds, resulting in 15 cloud types for which properties such as cloud cover, cloud op-
tical thickness, cloud-top temperature and pressure, as well as liquid or ice water path15
are provided by ISCCP-D2. The values for the 15 independent cloud types were then
appropriately averaged (see Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas, 1999) to yield data for
low, mid and high-level clouds assumed in our model.
The model uses cloud cover, Aci , for each cloud type provided by ISCCP-D2 data
set. Cloud cover fractions for low, mid, and high clouds are calculated from the sum of20
cover fractions for independent ISCCP-D2 cloud types, whereas the total cloud cover
fraction, Ac, is calculated from the sum of fractions for low, middle and high clouds
Ac =
∑
i
Aci (20)
Our computed global mean Ac averaged over the study period 1984–1997, is equal to
66.8% compared to 67.5% given by Rossow and Schiffer (1999) for the period June25
1983–June 1994. Note that the ISCCP-D2 cloud cover is higher than corresponding
previous ISCCP-C2 data by up to 25%, especially over polar regions, and are in better
agreement with surface observations (Hatzianastassiou et al., 2001).
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The ISCCP-D2 provides cloud scattering optical depth τsc only for the visible wave-
length of λ=0.6µm and at the infrared wavelength of 11µm (through a conversion, cf.
Rossow et al., 1996). For the computation of the cloud SW transmissivity and reflectiv-
ity in both the UV-visible and near-IR, the model also requires cloud absorption optical
depth, τac, which is relevant to the near-IR solar radiation, but also τ
s
c data in the near-5
IR. The τsc (near-IR) and τ
a
c (near-IR) values were derived from the ratios τ
s
c (near-IR)/τ
s
c
(UV-visible) and τac (near-IR)/ τ
s
c (UV-visible) that resulted either from Mie computations
code using the standard ISCCP liquid droplet spectrum, with a specific gamma distri-
bution function having an effective radius, re, of 10µm, and an effective variance of
0.15µm (Rossow et al., 1996) or from existing parameterizations (Slingo, 1989; Ebert10
and Curry, 1992) for ISCCP-D2 liquid and ice clouds. The standard ISCCP-D2 ice
cloud model assumes a random fractal crystal shape and a 2-power law size distri-
bution from 20 to 50µm, with an effective radius of 30µm and an effective variance
of 0.1µm. Finally, values of τac (near-IR)=0.08τ
s
c (UV-visible) and τ
a
c (near-IR)=0.03τ
s
c
(UV-visible) were used in the model for the liquid and ice clouds, respectively.15
For the computation of cloud reflectivity and transmissivity, the model needs values
for the cloud asymmetry parameter, gc, which are not provided by ISCCP. In previ-
ous versions of the model (Vardavas and Koutoulaki, 1995; Hatzianastassiou and Var-
davas, 1999, 2001) gc was set equal to 0.85 for the UV-visible range and 0.8 for the
near-IR, based on the wavelength variation of gc given by Stephens (1979), for all20
clouds and without any discrimination between liquid and ice clouds. Nevertheless,
liquid and ice clouds have a different gc spectral dependence (Liou, 2002). This was
taken into account in our model by computing values for gc separately for liquid and
ice clouds, for both UV-visible and near-IR range of wavelengths. The computation
was based on existing parameterizations for liquid (Slingo, 1989) and ice clouds (Ebert25
and Curry, 1992) by using values of effective radius equal to 10µm and 30µm for the
ISCCP-D2 standard liquid cloud droplets and ice crystals, respectively. The computed
values are given in Table 1.
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3.4. Rayleigh scattering and surface reflection
The Rayleigh scattering, due to air molecules, is considered in the model in the same
way as in Vardavas and Koutoulaki (1995). The surface reflection is computed with
the model at each pixel for each month of the period 1984–1997, as explained in
Sect. 2 (Eq. 16) by considering four types of surface: land, ocean, snow, and ice5
(frozen ocean). Information on spatial and temporal variation of the fractional coverage
of Earth surface by each type, was taken from ISCCP-D2 (see Sect. 2).
3.5. Aerosol particles
The aerosol particles perturb the radiation field sufficiently, especially that of SW ra-
diation, to warrant their consideration in the estimation of the SW radiation budget.10
In this study, the radiative effect of aerosols at TOA, within the atmosphere, and at
surface, is computed by the model using a modified two-stream approximation allow-
ing for scattering and absorption in the UV-visible and near-IR ranges of wavelength.
The model requires aerosol optical properties, namely aerosol optical thickness (AOT),
single scattering albedo (ωaer), and asymmetry parameter (gaer). These data were de-15
rived from GADS (Koepke et al., 1997) which is an improvement of the previous global
aerosol climatology by d’Almeida et al. (1991). In GADS, aerosols are described as
internal plus external mixtures of 10 main aerosol components, which are representa-
tive for the atmosphere and characterised through their size-distribution and refractive
index, depending on wavelength. Data of AOT, ωaer, and gaer, are provided by GADS20
at 61 wavelengths from 0.25 to 40µm, 27 of which lie in the SW range, and for 8
values of relative humidity (0, 50, 70, 80, 90, 95, 98, and 99%). Given the strong de-
pendence of aerosol optical properties on ambient relative humidity, the original GADS
properties were then computed in a realistic way, for actual relative humidity values
for the aerosol layer, as explained in detail by Hatzianastassiou et al. (2004). Sub-25
sequently, the computed values of aerosol optical properties were averaged into the
UV-visible and near-IR ranges, weighted by the spectral distribution of the incoming
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solar flux (Thakaekara and Drummond, 1971). A complete description of the treatment
of aerosols in the model, as well as of GADS aerosol data, can be found in the work by
Hatzianastassiou et al. (2004).
3.6. Cloud-top pressure, cloud physical thickness and surface pressure
Consideration of cloud-top pressure, pc, and physical thickness, dpc, in the model is5
important for the SW radiation budget at TOA, since they both determine the atmo-
spheric layer where water vapour absorption is replaced by cloud scattering and ab-
sorption. Values of pc were taken from ISCCP-D2 for low, mid, and high-level clouds.
The ISCCP-D2 does not provide dpc data, so these were estimated from Peng et
al. (1982) for the Northern Hemisphere, as explained in the work by Hatzianastassiou10
and Vardavas (1999), while dpc values for Southern Hemisphere were estimated in
the way described by Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas (2001), by combining the values
from Peng et al. (1982) and those derived from Liou (1992). A complete topography
scheme is included in the model, which uses surface pressure, ps, data taken either
from NCEP/NCAR or from ECMWF Global Reanalysis Projects gridded in 2.5◦ by 2.5◦15
pixels for each month of the period 1984–1997. Consideration of topography is im-
portant for regions with high altitudes, such as the Tibetan plateau, Antarctica, Rocky
mountains or the Andes mountains, for the correct computation of the layer and total
atmospheric amounts of the gases considered in the study, as well as the correct ex-
tent of Rayleigh scattering layer and the appropriate computation of the mean humidity20
of aerosol layer.
3.7. The ERBE data
The ERBE with its three satellites, provides the most accurate and best calibrated long-
term data for the radiation budget of the Earth. The 5-year (1984–1989) mean monthly
2.5◦ equal-angle data that were used for the validation of our model results, were25
taken from the ERBE S4 high-accuracy monthly scanner data products, distributed
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by NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Sciences Data Center (ASDC). The
ERBE S4 scanner data have been collected from scanning radiometers on the three
ERBE satellites for combined satellite cases. The ERBE scanner instrument pack-
age contains three instruments used to measure SW (0.2–5µm), LW (5–50µm) and
total (0.2–200µm) waveband radiation. Each detector scans the Earth from horizon5
to horizon, usually perpendicular to the satellite ground track. The ERBE instruments
were launched on the NASA Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), and the two
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Sun-synchronous polar or-
biting satellites: NOAA-9 and NOAA-10. The data used in this study (S4) include
mean monthly values for the time periods during which the scanners were operational:10
November 1984–February 1990 for ERBS; February 1985–January 1987 for NOAA-9;
and November 1986–May 1989 for NOAA-10. Other scanner and non-scanner ERBE
data (e.g. S7, S8, S9, S10) are also available from Langley ASDC, but they have lower
accuracy or low spatial resolution, so we decided to rely on solely ERBE-S4 data for
our model validation, since they are considered to be of very good quality in terms of15
their spatial and temporal coverage and instrument accuracy. In the future, it is planned
to use also more recent and high-accuracy satellite OSR measurements, such as from
CERES, ScaRab, MODIS, GERB, for studies covering more recent time periods.
4. Model results
4.1. Seasonal and geographical distributions20
Figures 1a–d show the geographical distribution of the 14-year average outgoing SW
radiation (OSR) at TOA for the mid-seasonal months of January, April, July, and Oc-
tober. The OSR fluxes are determined by the incoming solar radiation (ISR) and the
planetary albedo. More specifically, the latitudinal gradient is determined by the in-
coming solar flux, while the main longitudinal patterns are primarily due to features25
of global distribution of surface albedo and cloud cover. Thus, maximum OSR values
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reaching 350Wm−2 are found in polar regions during local summer, i.e. in January and
July in the southern and northern hemispheres, respectively, when the incoming so-
lar radiation reaches maximum values of 500Wm−2, especially during perihelion. The
OSR decreases gradually from the summer towards the winter pole, in January and
July, where it switches-off poleward of mid-to-high latitudes. The white areas in Fig. 15
correspond to missing model input data, especially those from ISCCP. Such a strong
latitudinal OSR gradient is not found during spring and autumn (Figs. 1b, d). Large
OSR fluxes are found over areas characterised by large surface albedo. For exam-
ple, as large as 350 and 300Wm−2 are computed over Antarctica in January, and over
Greenland and Arctic Ocean areas in July, respectively, i.e. over areas with surface10
albedo values larger than 80%. Also, large OSR values are found over regions having
large cloud amounts; thus, OSR values as high as 220Wm−2are found over the storm
track zone of the Southern Hemisphere, around 60◦ S, in January, whereas values be-
tween 130–200Wm−2 are computed in October. A corresponding feature, with OSR
equal to up to 200Wm−2 in April and July, appears over northern Pacific oceanic areas15
with large cloud amounts. Note also the relatively large OSR values over south-eastern
Asia in July, where a large cloud cover exists, associated with monsoons. Relatively
large OSR fluxes also appear along the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Apart
from lowest OSR values in the winter hemisphere, low values are found over regions
with low surface albedo, which are at the same time characterised by warm subsi-20
dence associated with anticyclonic conditions, such as oceanic areas in low latitudes
of the summer hemisphere. When high-pressure systems are established over regions
of larger surface albedo during summer (e.g. north Africa) larger OSR values (up to
≈150Wm−2) are found. More generally, OSR fluxes show minima over subsidence re-
gions with small cloud amounts, and over polar areas of the winter hemisphere, against25
maxima over cloudy areas and polar areas of the summer hemisphere.
The planetary albedo, Rp, given in Figs. 2a–d, shows interesting geographic struc-
ture. It is highest over polar and high-altitude areas, which are characterised by large
solar zenith angle and surface albedo values, throughout the year. There, Rp values
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are as high as 75%. Note the gradual decrease of Rp over mid-to-high oceanic areas,
e.g. the Southern Hemisphere windy zone, due to Fresnel reflection. Secondary max-
ima of planetary albedo values occur over cloudy tropical and sub-tropical areas and
over highly reflecting surfaces such as the Sahara. The lowest Rp values are found
over tropical and sub-tropical oceanic areas (with surface albedo lower than 10%), es-5
pecially those with small cloudiness. When clouds are present above such oceanic
areas, e.g. marine stratus clouds off the coasts of western United States, South Africa
and South America, then Rp increases up to 40%. The systematically large values of
Rp over mid-to-high latitude and especially polar regions, indicates the importance of
these regions in terms of their sensitivity to possible climatic changes (IPCC, 2001).10
The mean monthly 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ OSR model results were validated against corre-
sponding ERBE-S4 quality scanner data, available for the 5-year period from 1985 to
1989, as explained in Sect. 3.7. The absolute differences (in Wm−2) between the av-
eraged model results over the 5-year period, and the corresponding ERBE data, at
the pixel level, are found to be mostly within ±10Wm−2, and even ±5Wm−2 over ex-15
tended regions (Fig. 3), i.e. within or close to the uncertainty of the ERBE scanner data.
However, there are some areas where model-ERBE differences reach 30–40Wm−2.
Specifically, the model underestimates OSR with respect to ERBE, by up to 40Wm−2 in
October and January, along the coastal Antarctic region, as well as over the windy zone
of Southern Hemisphere, especially its western part. It also underestimates OSR over20
Greenland in July, by up to 40Wm−2, and over the Arctic Ocean in April and July, by
10–30Wm−2. The most probable sources for the above discrepancies between model
and ERBE, are the ISCCP-D2 cloud cover, Ac, data used by the model and surface
albedo, Rg. The surface albedo below 1 km elevation is reduced by conditions such as
blue ice in the ablation zone or snow with larger grain size, which change considerably25
on the slope near the coast (Watanabe, 1978). Besides, there are generally many dif-
ficulties to detect clouds from both satellites (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999) and surface
(Schweiger et al., 1999), especially over highly reflecting surfaces underneath, such
as snow- or ice-covered polar regions. Comparisons made between ISCCP-D2 cloud
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cover and other corresponding satellite-based (e.g. Meteor-I,II; Nimbus-7) Reanalysis
(ERA-15, ECMWF) and ground-based (Hahn et al., 1995) data, indicate that although
the ISCCP-D2 Ac data were greatly improved with respect to the previous ISCCP-C2
cloud products, they still seem to underestimate Ac by up to 20% over the Arctic from
spring through the summer, e.g. April and July, Fig. 3, as well as over Antarctica by up5
to 40% during autumn and winter, e.g. October and January, Fig. 3, (see Hatzianas-
tassiou et al., 2001). Indeed, based on an assessment of the sensitivity of model OSR
fluxes to various key physical parameters (i.e. Ac, τ
s
c, τ
a
c, Rg, WH2O, WO3), which is
given in Sect. 4.7, the cloud parameters: Ac, τ
s
c, τ
a
c, and surface albedo, were found to
modify greatly OSR fluxes over the areas of model – ERBE discrepancies. An increase10
in total Ac by 30% (equally distributed to low, middle, and high clouds), modified OSR
over the oceanic areas of model underestimation, by up to 15Wm−2, while an increase
of τsc and τ
a
c by 10%, increased OSR by up to 8 and 3Wm
−2, respectively. Thus, over-
all, cloud parameters were found to be able to account for up to about 20–30Wm−2 of
the total model OSR underestimation. Also, an increase in Rg by 10%, increased OSR15
by up to 30Wm−2. In contrast, the sensitivity of OSR to the rest of the parameters, was
shown to be very small (≤3Wm−2). The role of Ac data for the model OSR underesti-
mation is further supported by the fact that the agreement with ERBE seems to improve
significantly during local autumn and winter, i.e. when ISCCP-D2 cloud products are
assumed to be better. On the other hand, initially, the model was found to overestimate20
OSR by up to about 40Wm−2 over mountainous areas, such as Himalayas, Tibetan
plateau, Mongolia, plateau of Antarctica, Andes, as well as Rocky mountains. Never-
theless, the model results shown here are significantly improved in terms of agreement
with ERBE, by applying the surface albedo correction, i.e. Rg reduction, discussed in
Sect. 2. A model OSR overestimation by up to 20Wm−2 exists off the western coast25
of northern America in July, and off the western coast of southern America and south
Africa in July, i.e. over areas with significant cloudiness.
Figure 4 shows the scatter plot comparison between model-computed and ERBE-S4
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scanner data at the pixel level and monthly mean term, for the 5-year period from Jan-
uary 1985 through December 1989. The total 511 172 pixel data comparison between
model and ERBE OSR fluxes, reveals an encouraging agreement. The scatter plot
shows a bias equal to 3.7Wm−2, indicating an overall model overestimation of OSR
fluxes, with a small scatter (rms difference equal to 11.54Wm−2) and a high correlation5
coefficient, equal to 97.8%.
4.2. Time series
Figures 5a–c show the time series of the mean monthly hemispheric and global aver-
age components of TOA SW radiation budget for the entire 168-month period 1984–
1997. Figure 5a for the incoming SW radiation (ISR) at TOA, shows a strong seasonal10
cycle for the hemispheric averages. Southern Hemisphere, SH, has a significantly
larger amplitude (about 300Wm−2) than Northern Hemisphere, NH (about 250Wm−2)
related to the fact that the Earth-Sun distance is minimum during December-January
(SH summer) and becomes maximum during June–July, i.e. at perihelion and aphe-
lion, respectively, because of the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit. Therefore, the15
summer-maximum of incoming SW radiation for SH reaches about 480Wm−2 against
460Wm−2 for NH. The hemispheric ISR averages balance each other so to produce a
monthly mean global average incoming SW flux that shows a small seasonal variability
(≈20Wm−2) with maxima in January and minima in July. The inter-annual tendency
is found to be very small (0.1Wm−2 over 14 years) indicating a very slight decrease.20
An increasing trend of total solar irradiance between 1986 and 1996 was derived by
Willson (1997), while Fro¨lich and Lean (1998) did not find any significant trend (for a
discussion, see IPCC 2001). Note that the linear regression of annual mean Sunspot
numbers (National Geophysical Data Center, NGDC, http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov) in-
volves also a slightly decreasing trend. In any case, if true, our slightly decreasing25
trend in incoming solar radiation at TOA, represents a radiative forcing of 0.017Wm−2
over the 14-year period from 1984 through 1997.
Time series of OSR (Fig. 5b) show some similar features with ISR. Thus, OSR
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has maxima of about 150Wm−2 in December for SH, and minima of about 70Wm−2 in
June, which imply an annual amplitude of about 80Wm−2. The corresponding minimum
and maximum OSR values for NH are equal to about 130 and 70Wm−2, respectively,
around June and December, with an annual amplitude of about 60Wm−2, i.e. smaller
by 20Wm−2 than for SH. As a result of the balance between the two hemispheres,5
the computed monthly mean global average OSR exhibits a time evolution with pri-
mary and secondary maxima and minima. Thus, global OSR has primary maxima
of about 115Wm−2 in December, and secondary maxima of about 100–105Wm−2 in
June, whereas it has primary and secondary minima equal to about 95 and 100Wm−2
in September and March, respectively, i.e. during the transitional seasons. The annual10
range of OSR values is roughly equal to 20Wm−2. The applied linear regression to
global OSR 14-year time series, shows a decreasing OSR trend equal to 2.3Wm−2
over the time period 1984–1997. This long-term decrease cannot be attributed to the
incoming solar radiation at TOA, since the later has a very small trend of 0.1Wm−2, so
it must be due to internal physical parameters of the Earth-atmosphere system, as we15
will see later on. The decrease of OSR by 2.3Wm−2 over the 14-year period 1984–
1997, is very important and needs to be further examined in detail. The decreasing
trend in global OSR can be also seen in Fig. 5c, where the mean global planetary
albedo, Rp, is found to have decreased by 0.6% from January 1984 through December
1997. The mean global Rp varies between about 0.285 and 0.33.20
Our analysis has shown that the decrease of mean global values of OSR and Rp
arises mainly in the Northern than Southern Hemisphere, and especially from the trop-
ical and sub-tropical areas (see Sect. 4.3). More specifically, the linear regression anal-
ysis in time series of monthly mean 10◦ zonally averaged OSR fluxes, indicates a neg-
ative slope (decreasing OSR) in latitude zones between 20◦ S and 40◦N, which is even25
stronger between 20◦ S and 20◦N. Such a decreasing OSR trend between 20◦ S and
20◦N over the study period, was also reported recently by Wielicki et al. (2002), from
satellite observations (Nimbus-7, ERBS, ScaRab, CERES). Our deterministic model
is able to reproduce here the decreasing OSR trend, as suggested by satellites, over
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the 14-year period (1984–1997), in contrast to several climate models, which fail to
predict this large observed variation in tropical energy budget, due to the fact that they
lack either some internal physical process or some additional external forcing that is
responsible for changes in TOA fluxes (Allan and Slingo, 2002). Wielicki et al. (2002)
suggested that the changes in tropical radiation budget at TOA, are caused by changes5
in tropical cloudiness. We have performed a detailed analysis to investigate the causes
of the detected OSR decreasing trend. We computed the correlation coefficients be-
tween long-term tendencies of OSR and various physical parameters that determine
OSR, on a monthly mean global and hemispherical average basis. In our model, these
parameters are: cloud (low, middle and high-level) cover, cloud absorption and scat-10
tering optical depths, surface albedo, total precipitable water, total column ozone con-
centration and incoming SW radiation at TOA. The results of our analysis have shown
that cloud cover, especially the low-level one, and secondarily cloud optical depth, have
coefficients between 0.3 and 0.5, against much smaller coefficients for the rest of pa-
rameters. This is very important in terms of the role of tropical low clouds for the SW15
radiation budget (Hartmann et al., 2001), but also for their radiative effects in the iris
feedback (Fu et al., 2002). Thereafter, we have performed a more detailed analysis on
10◦ latitude-zonal basis, which shows that correlation coefficients of 0.4–0.55 between
OSR and low-level cloudiness, exist only in zones between 40◦ S and 40◦N, while they
gradually drop down to 0.1–0.3 towards the poles. A more detailed study is in prepara-20
tion, dealing with exclusively the analysis of OSR inter-annual trends and their causes.
Anomalies in mean global and hemispherical OSR fluxes have been determined from
the 14-year model results, and are shown in Fig. 6. The global mean OSR anomaly
shows great variations reaching values of 4Wm−2, above or below the 14-year mean
value. During the 1991–1992 period, a large increase in the reflected OSR flux is25
found, which can be attributed to Mount-Pinatubo eruption in 1991. The induced rapid
increase in OSR is followed by a recovery period. Note that the large positive OSR
anomaly around 1991–1992, which is seen in Fig. 6 for the globe, can be more clearly
seen in the 10◦ zonally-averaged OSR anomalies, for the zones 20◦ S–20◦N, where
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it reaches values of 10Wm−2. Other interesting features can be also seen in Fig. 6,
such as positive and negative OSR anomalies during El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events, re-
spectively. In Fig. 6 is also given the 4th-order polynomial fit to 14-year time series of
global averages of OSR anomalies, which shows significant negative OSR anomalies
(decreasing OSR), starting from year 1992, in agreement with Wielicki et al. (2002),5
who suggested a significant increase in tropical mean outgoing LW radiation at TOA
(see also Hatzidimitriou et al., 2004), and an associated decrease in OSR, since 1992,
based on satellite data. Our work indicates that the globally-averaged decreasing ten-
dency in OSR (Fig. 6) is attributed to the tropical and sub-tropical regions, as well as to
the mid latitudes, but to a lesser extent; an opposite increasing trend is found over sub-10
polar and polar areas (60◦–90◦N and S). The inter-annual decreasing trend in OSR
is caused by cloudiness, as also suggested by Wielicki et al. (2002). According to
the analysis of our model-computed SW radiation budget at TOA, there is an increase
in the SW radiative heating over low and middle latitudes, and a decrease over high-
latitude polar areas. If true, this might be very important for atmospheric dynamics,15
general circulation of the atmosphere and climate.
4.3. Mean annual, hemispherical, and global TOA SW radiation budget components
Mean monthly 10◦ latitude zonal fluxes and planetary albedo were computed by aver-
aging first along 2.5◦-width longitudinal circles, then along with latitude, by considering
the fraction of surface area contained in each 2.5◦ zone. Subsequently, annual mean20
quantities were computed by summing the corresponding monthly means for each 10◦
latitudinal zone over the 12 months of the year. The latitudinal variation of mean annual
TOA ISR and OSR fluxes, and planetary albedo, Rp, are given in Figs. 7a, b, c. The
yearly averaged incoming SW radiation has maximum values of about 425Wm−2 along
the equator, and drops rapidly to about 175Wm−2 towards the poles, due to the latitudi-25
nal variation of solar zenith angle. However, note that the equator-to-pole decrease of
ISR is associated with a corresponding increase of ISR seasonal variability (not shown
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here). The reflected OSR flux (Fig. 7b) is maximum near the equator, has a minimum of
about 93Wm−2 in the sub-tropics (10◦–20◦N and S), and increases towards the poles,
with secondary minima of 100 and 90Wm−2 near 60◦–70◦ S and N, respectively. The
latitudinal variation of OSR depends on scattering and absorption processes and on
atmospheric conditions such as the variation in amounts and types of clouds with lati-5
tude. In the tropics, about 25% of the incoming mean annual solar radiation is scattered
back to space (Rp ≈0.25, Fig. 7c). The planetary albedo increases from the equator
to the poles, with a small minimum between 10◦ and 20◦N and S, reaching values of
65% and 50% at the south and north poles, respectively. The general equator-to-pole
increase in Rp is caused by increasing surface albedo values, associated with larger10
land-to-sea fractions and snow and ice-covered areas, increasing solar zenith angle,
and high cloud amounts. The secondary Rp minimum near the equator is due to large
cloud amounts along the ITCZ.
Hemispherical and global mean values were computed as explained in Hatzianas-
tassiou and Vardavas (1999) and are given in Figs. 8a, b, c. The mean hemispheri-15
cal ISR fluxes have opposite seasonality, with values ranging between about 200 and
475Wm−2, resulting in a mean global ISR ranging from 330 to 352Wm−2 throughout
the year. The seasonal range of southern ISR is slightly larger than the northern one. It
is the same with the mean hemispherical OSR, which ranges from about 60 to roughly
140Wm−2 for the Northern Hemisphere, and between 55 and 155Wm−2 in Southern.20
The mean global OSR has a very small seasonal variability of about 15Wm−2, i.e. be-
tween 95 and 110Wm−2, with a minimum in late summer – early autumn, in excellent
agreement with satellite measurements (Duvel et al., 2001). The mean hemispherical
planetary albedo does not show great seasonality; it varies between 27.5% (minimum
value in October) and 30.2% (maximum value in May) for Northern Hemisphere, and25
between 26.6% (minimum in June) and 31.5% (maximum in December) for Southern
Hemisphere. The global mean planetary albedo ranges from 27.75% in September to
30.1% in December, showing a seasonal variability equal to about 2.5%.
The mean annual hemispherical and global average values over the 14-year pe-
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riod from 1984 to 1997, for the incoming, outgoing, net incoming (i.e. absorbed) SW
radiation at TOA, and planetary albedo, are given in Table 2, while in Table 3, our
computed OSR and Rp values are also compared against ERBE data and other pub-
lished values. On a 14-year basis (1984–1997), the Earth is found to reflect back-
to-space 101.2Wm−2 from the global mean received 341.5Wm−2, resulting in a long-5
term planetary albedo equal to 29.6%. The inter-hemispherical differences are equal
to 0.34Wm−2 for ISR, 0.1Wm−2 for OSR, 1.43Wm−2 for the net incoming SW radiation
at TOA, and 0.35% for Rp, implying slightly larger northern than southern hemispher-
ical values. In Table 3 are also given the averages of model computed OSR and Rp
values over the 5-year 1985–1989 covered by ERBE. Our model computations are10
in very good agreement with 5-year ERBE scanner measurements, performing better
than GCMs and reanalysis products, with a model OSR overestimation of 0.26 and
1.6Wm−2 for the North and South Hemispheres, respectively. The 5-year model com-
puted mean annual global OSR is found to be larger than the ERBE by 0.93Wm−2 (or
by 0.92%), i.e. within the uncertainties of ERBE. Note that the 14-year (1984–1997)15
average value of OSR is found to be significantly, by 0.66Wm−2, smaller than the cor-
responding 5-year (1985–1989) value, because of the inter-annual decreasing trend,
discussed in Sect. 4.2.
4.4. Sensitivity of TOA SW radiation budget
A series of sensitivity tests were performed with our model, to quantify the role of var-20
ious physical key parameters that determine the OSR fluxes at TOA. In each test, the
relevant parameter, V, was modified by a certain amount, ∆V, i.e. by 10% in most cases,
in relative percentage terms, and the modification, ∆OSR, of outgoing SW radiation at
TOA with respect to the defined reference case, was computed and subsequently ex-
pressed either in absolute terms (in Wm−2) or in relative percentage values. The year25
1988 was chosen to represent the reference case. The tests were performed at the
monthly and pixel level, but results are also given in terms of globally and annually av-
eraged ∆OSR absolute and percentage values. The results of our model sensitivities
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are valuable for assessing possible sources for the discrepancies obtained between
model-computed and ERBE OSR fluxes. The results of our model sensitivity tests indi-
cate that, on a mean annual and global basis, OSR is found to be primarily sensitive to
cloud parameters, i.e. cloud cover, cloud optical depth (especially the scattering one),
cloud asymmetry parameter, as well as to surface albedo. Modifying Ac by 10%, sepa-5
rately for low, middle, or high-level clouds, resulted in modified OSR by up to about 2%;
the OSR fluxes are found to be most sensitive to low-level cloud amount. Modification
of τsc by 10%, for low, mid or high clouds, changed OSR by up to 1.3%, while modifying
surface albedo, Rg, by 10%, changed the OSR flux at TOA by about 3%, on a mean
annual and global basis. It is noteworthy that OSR is found to be very sensitive to cloud10
asymmetry parameter, gc, since an increase of gc by 5%, was found to decrease OSR
fluxes at TOA by up to about 9%. This highlights the importance of using appropriate gc
values in modelling the SW radiation budget at TOA, and justifies the special care that
was taken in this study, to choose best possible gc values, as discussed in Sect. 3.3.
Besides, it is interesting that changes in incoming solar radiation at TOA by 1%, can15
lead to a modification of planetary SW reflection to space equal to about 1Wm−2 (or
≈1%), which is important in terms of climatic changes due to solar variability. The sen-
sitivity of OSR to total precipitable water, is found to be rather small, since ∆WH2O equal
to 10% modified the mean annual global OSR by only 0.2%; this justifies the use of
either the NCEP/NCAR or ERA-15 ECMWF WH2O products, without significant impact20
upon our computed model components of SW radiation budget at TOA. Note that as
far as it concerns the sensitivities that are relevant to cloud parameters, the changes of
global mean OSR, are ascribed mostly to South Hemisphere, while for the sensitivities
concerned with changes in surface albedo, the OSR changes are mostly ascribed to
North Hemisphere. Much larger ∆OSR values, as high as 84Wm−2, are computed on25
a local scale in our sensitivity tests, as can be seen in Table 4.
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5. Summary and conclusions
We have used a radiative transfer model and long-term climatological data for various
key physical surface and atmospheric parameters, taken from large data bases such as
ISCCP-D2, TOVS, GADS, NCEP/NCAR and ECMWF Global Reanalysis projects, to
compute the SW radiation budget at TOA for the 14-year period from 1984 to 1997. The5
model computations were performed on a mean monthly 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ longitude-latitude
pixel resolution, and the results were validated against quality ERBE-S4 scanner data
from 1985 to 1989. In general, the model is able to predict the seasonal and geo-
graphical variation of SW fluxes at TOA and planetary albedo, Rp. The differences
between model and ERBE outgoing SW radiation (OSR) at TOA, are mostly within10
±10Wm−2, and within ±5Wm−2 over extended regions, i.e. within the uncertainty of
ERBE scanner data. Nevertheless, our model underestimates OSR by larger amounts
(i.e. up to 40Wm−2) along Antarctica’s coastal area and Greenland, as well as over the
Arctic, from spring through summer. Uncertainties in cloud properties are assessed
to be the most likely source for this model OSR underestimation. Initially, the model15
overestimated OSR over some mountainous areas, such as Tibetan plateau, Andes or
Antarctica’s plateau, especially during winter, due to reasons related to sub-grid orog-
raphy. In this matter, a significant improvement was obtained by applying a correction
(reduction) to land-surface albedo over high-altitude mountain areas. The scatter plot
between the model computed and ERBE OSR fluxes, shows a bias of 3.7Wm−2, with20
a relatively small scatter (rms difference equal to 11.5Wm−2), indicating a model over-
estimation of OSR. On a mean annual and global basis, and over the 5-year period
from 1985 through 1989, our model agrees well with ERBE, overestimating OSR by
0.93Wm−2 (or 0.92%).
The 14-year (1984–1997) model results, indicate that Earth reflects back to space25
101.2Wm−2 out of the received 341.5Wm−2, involving a long-term planetary albedo
equal to 29.6%. Slightly larger OSR and Rp values are computed for the southern than
northern hemisphere; it is the same with the model-ERBE differences. The linear re-
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gression analysis applied to global average of monthly mean incoming SW radiation at
TOA, indicates a very small (0.1Wm−2) decrease with time. In contrast, a significant
decreasing trend in OSR over the 14-year study period, equal to 2.3Wm−2, was found.
Also, the mean global planetary albedo, Rp, was found to have decreased by 0.6%
from January 1984 through December 1997. Our preliminary analysis of this decreas-5
ing planetary OSR and Rp values, has shown that they are more associated with the
Northern Hemisphere, and mainly attributed to tropical and sub-tropical (20◦ S–20◦N)
areas, as also indicated by satellite observations (Wielicki et al., 2002). We performed
a detailed correlation analysis showing that the above long-term decreasing trend in
OSR is significantly correlated with low-level cloud cover. There has also been an10
increase in the solar heating of the low and middle latitudes and a decrease in the so-
lar heating over high-latitude and polar areas; this could be important for atmospheric
general circulation and climate, and needs further investigation. The computed global
mean OSR anomaly shows great variations reaching values of 4Wm−2, above or below
the 14-year mean value. Some interesting features, such as positive and negative OSR15
anomalies during El Nin˜o and La Nin˜a events, respectively, or during Pinatubo eruption
and recovery period, are seen in the model results, whereas significant negative OSR
anomalies (decreasing OSR), starting from year 1992, are detected. Finally, a sensitiv-
ity analysis was performed to assess the role of various key physical parameters of the
Earth-atmosphere system for the SW radiation budget at TOA. The model results indi-20
cate that cloud parameters (cloud amount, optical depth, asymmetry parameter) and
surface albedo, are the most critical parameters for TOA SW radiation budget, while
the role of WH2O or WO3 is less important.
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Table 1. Computed values of cloud asymmetry parameter, gc, for the standard ISCCP-D2
cloud liquid droplet and ice crystal distributions in the ultraviolet (UV)-visible and near-infrared
(IR) ranges of wavelength.
liquid ice
UV-visible 0.85 0.78
Near-IR 0.82 0.80
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Table 2. Model computed mean annual hemispherical (NH is Northern Hemisphere, SH is
Southern Hemisphere) and global average: incoming shortwave radiation (F↓), outgoing short-
wave radiation (F↑) and net incoming shortwave radiation (Fnet,↓) at the top-of-atmosphere, and
planetary albedo (Rp), for the 14-year (1984–1997) period. The radiative fluxes are expressed
in Wm−2, while the planetary albedo in %.
F↓ F↑ Fnet,↓ Rp
NH 341.67 100.63 241.04 29.45
SH 341.33 101.72 239.61 29.80
Globe 341.5 101.17 240.32 29.62
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Table 3. Model mean annual hemispherical and global averages of outgoing shortwave ra-
diation at the top-of-atmosphere (F↑), and planetary albedo (Rp), as computed in this study,
compared with values from others. NH is Northern Hemisphere, SH is Southern Hemisphere.
The radiative fluxes are expressed in Wm−2, while the planetary albedo in %.
Study F↑ Rp
NH SH Globe NH SH Globe
Present Study (1984–1997) 100.63 101.72 101.17 29.45 29.80 29.62
Present Study (1985–1989) 101.30 102.36 101.83 29.65 29.99 29.82
ERBE (1985–1989) 101.04 100.76 100.90 30.10 29.10 29.6
Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas (2001) 103.0 29.6
Hatzianastassiou and Vardavas (1999) 100.82 29.6
NCEP Reanalysis (1982–1994) 115.75 33.87
ECMWF Reanalysis (1985–1993) 103.75 30.36
NASA Reanalysis (1981–1992) 94.75 27.72
Yang et al. (1999) 115.3
Wild et al. (1998 – ECHAM4) 105.0 30.7
Wild et al. (1998 – ECHAM3) 107.0 31.29
Li et al. (1997) 94.8−111.5 27.6−32.6
Chen and Roeckner (1996) 106.4 31.0
Rossow and Zhang (1995) 111.55 32.6
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Table 3. Continued.
Study F↑ Rp
NH SH Globe NH SH Globe
Vardavas and Koutoulaki (1995) 30.6
Kiehl et al. (1994) 96.6 28
Hartmann (1993) 29.20
Liou (1992) 30.0
Ardanuy et al. (1991) 111.0
Rossow and Lacis (1990) 33.0
Smith and Smith (1987) 29.0
Stephens et al. (1981) 30.0 29.7 29.85
Peng et al. (1982) 31.0
Ohring and Addler (1978) 31.3
Hoyt (1976) 32.1
Sasamori et al. (1972) 34.7
Bridgman (1969) 40.0
London (1957) 35.2
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Table 4. Global and annual mean differences (∆F↑ in Wm
−2) in model computed outgoing SW
radiation at the top-of-atmosphere (F↑), induced by variation (∆V in relative percentage value,
%) of the variable V (Ac, cloud cover; Rg, surface albedo; ISR, incoming SW radiation at TOA;
τsc, cloud scattering optical depth; τ
a
c, cloud absorption optical depth; gc, cloud asymmetry
parameter; WH2O, total precipitable water; WO3, total ozone column abundance; AOT, aerosol
scattering optical depth; ωaer, aerosol single scattering albedo; gaer, aerosol asymmetry pa-
rameter). In parenthesis, is given the range of variation (∆F↑ in Wm
−2) of F↑ fluxes at pixel (2.5
◦
latitude-longitude) level, for each sensitivity test. Year 1988 is the reference case.
reference 104.78
V ∆V ∆F↑
Low-Ac 10 2.04 (−5.35–13.47)
Middle- Ac 10 1.39 (−5.36–9.92)
High- Ac 10 1.56 (−4.14–12.26)
Low- τsc 10 1.35 (−4.04–5.31)
Middle- τsc 10 0.9 (−4.04–3.82)
High- τsc 10 1.21 (−4.04–5.54)
Low- τac 10 −0.38 (−4.61–0.55)
Middle- τac 10 −0.27 (−4.91–−0.16)
High- τac 10 −0.23 (−4.04–−0.15)
gc 5 −8.76 (−26.01–−0.2)
WH2O 10 −0.18 (−3.06–0.01)
WO3 10 −0.77 (−4.99–0)
Rg 10 3.35 (−2.17–84.36)
ISR 1 1.05 (0.15–4.04)
AOT 10 0.05 (−4.27–0.26)
ωaer 10 0.23 (−2.8–6.62)
gaer 10 −0.2 (−4.82–−0.18)
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
 
Figure 1. Long-term (1984-1997) average global distribution of outgoing shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, 
(b) April, (c) July, and (d) October. 
Fig. 1. Long-term (1984–1997) average global distribution of outgoing shortwave radiation (in
Wm−2) at the top-of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, (b) April, (c) July,
and (d) October.
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
 
Figure 2. Long-term (1984-1997) average global distribution of planetary albedo (in %) at 
the top-of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, (b) April, (c) July, and 
(d) October. 
 
Fig. 2. Long-term (1984–1997) average global distribution of planetary albedo (in %) at the top-
of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, (b) April, (c) July, and (d) October.
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
 
Figure 3. Absolute differences (in Wm-2) between the 5-year (1985-1989) average model-
computed and Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) all-sky outgoing shortwave 
radiative fluxes at the top-of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, (b) 
April, (c) July, and (d) October. 
Fig. 3. Absolute differences (in Wm−2) between the 5-year (1985–1989) average model-
computed and Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) all-sky outgoing shortwave radiative
fluxes at the top-of-atmosphere for the mid-seasonal months of (a) January, (b) April, (c) July,
and (d) October.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot comparison between model-computed and Earth Radiation Budget 
Experiment (ERBE) pixel data of monthly average outgoing shortwave radiation at the 
top-of-atmosphere, over the 5-year (1985-1989) period.  
Fig. 4. Scatter plot comparison between model-computed and Earth Radiation Budget Ex-
periment (ERBE) pixel data of monthly average outgoing shortwave radiation at the top-of-
atmosphere, over the 5-year (1985–1989) period.
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(a) 
(b) 
 
Figure 5. Time series of monthly average top-of-atmosphere: (a) incoming shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2), (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) and (c) planetary albedo 
(in %), for the 14-year (1984-1997) period for the Globe (solid lines), Northern 
Hemisphere (dashed lines), and Southern Hemisphere (dotted lines). The linear regression 
for the time series of the Globe is also shown. 
Fig. 5. Time series of monthly average top-of-atmosphere: (a) incoming shortwave radiation
(in Wm−2), (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm−2) and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the
14-year (1984–1997) period for the Globe (solid lines), Northern Hemisphere (dashed lines),
and Southern Hemisphere (dotted lines). The linear regression for the time series of the Globe
is also shown.
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(a) 
(b) 
 
Figure 5. Time series of monthly average top-of-atmosphere: (a) incoming shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2), (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) and (c) planetary albedo 
(in %), for the 14-year (1984-1997) period for the Globe (solid lines), Northern 
Hemisphere (dashed lines), and Southern Hemisphere (dotted lines). The linear regression 
for the time series of the Globe is also shown. 
Fig. 5. (b) Continued.
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(c) 
 
Figure 5 (continued). Time series of monthly average top-of-atmosphere: (a) incoming 
shortwave radiation (in Wm-2), (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) and (c) 
planetary albedo (in %), for the 14-year (1984-1997) period for the Globe (solid lines), 
Northern Hemisphere (dashed lines), and Southern Hemisphere (dotted lines). The linear 
regression for the time series of the Globe is also shown. 
 
Fig. 5. (c) Continued.
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Figure 6. Time-series of global and hemispherical averages of top of atmosphere outgoing 
shortwave radiation flux anomalies (in Wm-2) over the period 1984-1997 for the Globe 
(solid lines), Northern Hemisphere (dashed lines), and Southern Hemisphere (dotted 
lines). The 4th-order polynomial fit of the global data is also shown. 
 
Fig. 6. Time-series of global and hemispherical averages of top of atmosphere outgoing short-
wave radiation flux anomalies (in Wm−2) over the period 1984–1997 for the Globe (solid lines),
Northern Hemisphere (dashed lines), and Southern Hemisphere (dotted line ). The 4 h-order
polynomial fit of the global data is also shown.
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(a)  
(b) 
(c) 
 
Figure 7. Latitudinal variation of model computed mean annual: (a) incoming shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) 
at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the period January 1984 
through December 1997. 
Fig. 7. Latitudinal variation of model computed mean annual: (a) incoming shortwave radiation
(in Wm−2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm−2) at the top-of-
atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the period January 1984 through December
1997.
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Figure 7. Latitudinal variation of model computed mean annual: (a) incoming shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) 
at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the period January 1984 
through December 1997. 
Fig. 7. (b) Continued.
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Figure 7. Latitudinal variation of model computed mean annual: (a) incoming shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) 
at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the period January 1984 
through December 1997. 
Fig. 7. (c) Continued.
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Figure 8. Seasonal variation of hemispherical and global averages of model computed: (a) 
incoming shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the 
period January 1984 through December 1997. 
 
Fig. 8. Seasonal variation of hemispherical and global averages of model computed: (a) incom-
ing shortwave radiation (in Wm−2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave radiation
(in Wm−2) at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the period January
1984 through December 1997.
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Figure 8. Seasonal variation of hemispherical and global averages of model computed: (a) 
incoming shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the 
period January 1984 through December 1997. 
 
Fig. 8. (b) Continued.
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Figure 8. Seasonal variation of hemispherical and global averages of model computed: (a) 
incoming shortwave radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, (b) outgoing shortwave 
radiation (in Wm-2) at the top-of-atmosphere, and (c) planetary albedo (in %), for the 
period January 1984 through December 1997. 
 
Fig. 8. (c) Continued.
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